
C E N T E R   OF   E X C E L L E N C E  

 

 

The B2SMB Institute’s Partnerships Circle has surveyed the different types of 
Enterprise-to-Enterprise partnerships, collaborations and cooperative ventures 
our Members have undertaken since 2019. 
 

• Co-Marketing Partnerships: In these partnerships, two enterprises collaborate 
on marketing campaigns or initiatives to promote each other's products or 
services. They might share resources, create joint content, or co-host events to 
tap into each other's customer bases and increase brand visibility. 

 
• Affiliate Partnerships: Affiliate partnerships involve one enterprise (the affiliate) 

promoting another enterprise's products or services on their platform or through 
their marketing channels. In return, the affiliate earns a commission for every 
sale or lead generated through their efforts. 

 
• Reseller Partnerships: In a reseller partnership, one enterprise agrees to sell 

another enterprise's products or services as part of its own offerings. This allows 
the reselling enterprise to expand its product line without having to develop those 
products in-house. 

 
• Technology Integration Partnerships: Technology integration partnerships 

involve two enterprises integrating their technologies or platforms to offer a more 
comprehensive solution to customers. This can enhance the value of both 
products and improve the customer experience. 

 
• Content Collaboration Partnerships: Enterprises can collaborate to create 

valuable content, such as articles, videos, webinars, or podcasts. This helps both 
parties tap into each other's expertise and reach a broader audience. 

 
• Event Partnerships: Event partnerships involve co-hosting or sponsoring 

events, trade shows, conferences, or workshops. This allows both enterprises to 
pool resources, expand their reach, and benefit from the event's exposure. 

 
• Customer Referral Partnerships: In these partnerships, enterprises refer 

customers to each other's products or services. This can be particularly effective 
when there is a natural synergy between the offerings of both enterprises. 

 



• Training and Education Partnerships: Enterprises can partner to provide 
training, workshops, or educational content to their respective audiences. This is 
especially useful when the expertise of one enterprise complements the needs of 
the other's customers. 

 
• Data Sharing Partnerships: Data-driven partnerships involve sharing insights, 

information, or data sets to create new opportunities, insights, or research that 
benefit both parties. 

 
• Joint Product Development Partnerships: Enterprises can collaborate to 

develop new products or services that leverage the strengths and resources of 
each partner. This can help them tap into new markets or solve complex 
challenges. 

 
• Cause-related Partnerships: Enterprises can align themselves with a shared 

cause or social issue and collaborate to raise awareness, funds, or resources to 
address that issue. This type of partnership can enhance brand reputation and 
contribute to positive social impact. 

 
• Distribution Partnerships: In distribution partnerships, enterprises collaborate 

to extend their geographic reach by leveraging each other's distribution networks, 
channels, or retail outlets. 
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